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Background

Lack of research

Research Questions
What does the principal-student relationship (PSR) mean
to a principal and his/her students?
How does a principal describe the interactions he/she has
with his/her students, and vice-versa?
What purpose(s) do(es) the PSR serve to the
principal/students/school?
What factors help or hinder the PSR?

Methodology
Arts-Based Educational Research - “enhancing perspectives and raising
important educational questions in the minds of the readers” (Barone &
Eisner, 2006, p. 96).
Narrative Inquiry – to make meaning out of lived experience (Clandinin &
Connelly, 2000)

Participants
Conner

Middle School

Public

Kevin

High School

Public

Deborah

Middle School

Private

Paul

High School

Private

+3 Former Students

Methodology
The data was “storied” (Dwyer & emerald, 2017)
“Restorying” (Creswell, 2013)
Synthesizing or configuring data to form a story or stories (Polkinghorne, 1995)

Major Findings
The Kids are What Save this Job
No Empty Spaces
At Least a Thousand Interactions a Day
Holy Cow! My Principal Knows Me
Tracking Endless Details
I’m a People Person: Background and Characteristics
Authority and Friendliness: A Balancing Act
They Help Me Do My Job: Meaning and Purpose
Challenges and Complications

Advancing a Framework For the
Principal-Student Relationship
•

Data significantly aligned with codes and
themes from the literature review.

•

Using the research questions and the 9 themes
as a guide, codes and themes from the
literature review were reworded and
reorganized to create one possible framework
for viewing the PSR

Summary of the Categories and Dimensions of the PSR

PSR Categories
Principal Characteristics

Building the PSR

Meaning and Purpose

Challenges

Dimensions
Existing relational capacity/preference
Tracking endless details
Prioritizing students
Check-ins (Characteristics: Many, short, mostly personal/supportive/encouraging)
Maximizing exposure
Meaningful knowing/displaying genuine interest
Balancing authority/friendliness (towards egalitarianism)
Personal enjoyment/satisfaction
Increased connection to the life of the school/better monitoring/reveal successes and
problems
Additional avenue for kids to use if they have problems/concerns
Improves disciplinary effectiveness
Setting example for teachers.
Time/other job responsibilities
School size
General struggle being away from classroom
R'ships are two sided - kids have to choose to receive the care

PSR Category: Principal Characteristics
PSR Category

Dimensions

Aligned with Elements from
Tables 2.3, 2.4, 3.1

Description

Examples from DJ's Story

Existing relational
Warm, empathettic, personal
capacity/preference interest, ability to minimize
negative affect, supportive,
caring, sense of community

Principals described themselves as
entering the role with an existing
propensity for building
relationships or interacting with
people/students

Having been a teacher (p. 72, ), always been
a people person (pp. 71-72), "I wanted to
develop deep connections with students
and learn their stories" (p. 72), "As DJ walks
through the hall…" (p. 75)

Tracking endless
details

Principals retained a vast amount Retains a massive amount of information in
of highly detailed knowledge about his head (pp. 82-83, 107), "Billy" situation
individual students.
on p. 75, 77-78, “Great work on that social
studies test the other day,”...“Man, that was
a rough tackle in the game last night. You
ok?” (p. 79), Seth (pp. 81-82), Stephanie's
teachers (p. 91)

Meaningful knowing

Principal
Characteristics

Prioritizing students Student needs centered,
personal interest,
engaging/interacting

While the demands on principals
were great and varied, principals
considered students both the most
enjoyable aspect of the job as well
as the most important.

"Kids are the best part of the job..." (p. 73),
"Working with kids was DJ's priority…being
around kids is why I got into this in the first
place" (p. 72), "Knowing kids makes a huge
difference…" (p. 127)

PSR Category: Building the PSR

PSR Category

Dimensions
Check-ins
(Characteristics: Many,
short, mostly
personal/supportive/en
couraging)
Maximizing exposure

Building the
PSR

Aligned with Elements
from Tables 2.3, 2.4, 3.1

Description

requiring direct
Principals attempted to interact with as many
interactions, personal
students as possible, as often as possible, in
interest, warm, empathetic, the form of "check-ins." Check-ins were often
supportive, caring,
brief, mostly personal, supportive, or
engaging/interacting with encouraging engagements.
students
Time constraints, other job Principals had to work hard to find
responsibilities
opportunities to engage with students given
the various demands of the job. As such,
principals sought opportunities that would
maximize their exposure to as many students
as possible.

Examples from DJ's Story
Brief description on p. 71, numerous examples
throughout the story

Minimizing time spent in the office; present
during student arrival, dismissal, lunch periods in
the cafeteria, in the halls during class changes;
acting as the faculty advisor for the student
government association; making appearances at
sports events/practices or other clubs/activities,
"To build the best relationship..." (p. 79),
classroom observations/Mr. Graves' room at the
end of the day
Meaningful
Meaningful knowing,
Check-ins and any other encounters were
"I wanted to develop deep connections with
knowing/displaying
personal interest
characterized by the principals having a
students and learn their stories" (p. 72), "To build
genuine interest
genuine interest in the lives of their students, the best relationship..." (p. 79), Seth (pp. 81-82),
and in doing so, principals often gained
Reena (pp. 89-90), asking teacher to send student
deeper insights into the lives and personalities essay (pp.118-119)
of students.
Balancing
minimizing negative affect, Principals favored positive, casual, and
Many examples of friendliness/authority
authority/friendliness balancing
friendly interactions with students. Principals throughout the story: examples during arrival (pp.
(towards egalitarianism) authority/friendliness,
did not appear to prefer or enjoy interactions 79-80), "Billy" situation (pp. 77-78), "Once again,
minimized conflict/friction that only emphazied their authority.
DJ is high-fiving and playfully shouting at kids…"
Interactions/relationships gravitated more
(pp. 85-86), meeting with the SGA, Willa (p. 122)
towards egalitarianism than an authoritysubordinate relationship

Dimensions

Meaningful
knowing/displaying
genuine interest

Aligned with
Elements from
Tables 2.3, 2.4, 3.1

Description

Examples from DJ's Story

Meaningful
Check-ins and any other encounters "I wanted to develop deep connections
knowing,
were characterized by the principals with students and learn their stories"
personal interest having a genuine interest in the lives (p. 72), "To build the best
of their students, and in doing so, relationship..." (p. 79), Seth (pp. 81-82),
principals often gained deeper
Reena (pp. 89-90), asking teacher to
insights into the lives and
send student essay (pp.118-119)
personalities of students.

PSR Category: Meaning and Purpose

PSR Category

Dimensions
Personal
enjoyment/satisfaction

Meaning and
Purpose

Aligned with Elements from
Tables 2.3, 2.4, 3.1
Personal interest,
authority/friendliness balance

Description

Examples from DJ's Story

In a job marked by many demands, challneging or "I wanted to develop deep connections
stressful situations, and many moments of
with students and learn their stories" (p.
tension, principals enjoyed engaging with their 72), Meeting with the SGA
students most of all.
Increased connection to Meeting students' needs, sense Through meaningful relationships with students, "…the importance of building meaningful
the life of the
of community, academic
principals had a better sense of what was going relationships…" (p. 73), "It helps me best
school/better
achievement, improved
on in their schools in general, and with specific serve the school because..." (p. 74),
monitoring/reveal
behavior/discipline
students in particular. Those relationships helped Teacher meeting (p. 83), Reena (pp. 89successes and problems
reveal successes and challenges, and assisted
90), Will (pp. 92-95), meeting with the
principals in making better, more informed
SGA, "Why should [the principal]…" (pp.
decisions.
100-101)
Additional avenue for
Feeling cared
Having caring relationships with students (or
Billy situation on pp. 77-78, Stephanie
kids to use if they have for/connected/secure, concern having the reputation of having caring
(pp. 87-88), Will (pp. 92-95), "Why should
problems/concerns
for the other's well-being
relationships with students) provided students [the principal]…" (pp. 100-101)
with another adult who might be approachable
and a potential advocate/support person.
Improves disciplinary
Improved behavior/discipline
Having caring, supportive relationships with
"And then they see how much positive
effectiveness
students potentially improves disciplinary
relationships can help with so many
effectiveness.
different things: discipline, addressing
conflict…" (p. 84), Martin (pp. 107-111),
Ryan/Joaquin story (pp. 116-117)
Setting example for
School environment (share ideas, Principals all recogized the importance and
"I model relationships…" (pp. 83-84)
teachers.
sense of community)
impact of positive, meaningful relationships
between students and adults, and advocated for
the building of those relationships through
modeling healthy interactions.

PSR Category: Challenges
PSR Category

Challenges

Dimensions

Aligned with Elements from
Tables 2.3, 2.4, 3.1

Description

Examples from DJ's Story

Time/other job
responsibilities

Time constraints, other job
responsbilities

The various demands of the job often make it Numerous references in Chapter Four to
difficult to find time to engage with individual meetings with faculty/staff, parent phone calls,
students.
emails, paperwork, reviewing lesson plans, etc.,
example from first year as a principal on p. 76,
"two meetings at the same time (p. 84), "...a sixand-a-half-hour non-stop project" (p. 115), "With
the timing and all the other job responsibilities
we have..." (p. 125)

School size

School environment (size)

Meaningful relationships take time and energy "There were over 1000 students at the school…"
to build, and there are just too many students (p. 117)
in most schools to build those kinds of
relationships with large numbers of students.

General struggle being
away from classroom

time constraints, other job
responsbilities

The regular, intimate setting of a classroom "I had to wrestle with moving out of the
often provides small enough numbers and an classroom completely…" (p. 73)
ideal environment to encourage relationship
development. Principals recognize and lament
no longer having the same access that type of
environment.

R'ships are two sided kids have to choose to
receive the care

Closeness, mutual/reciprocal As much effort as principals may make
concern/understanding for towards laying the foundations for
the other,
relationships to develop, relationships cannot
be forced. Students must choose to receive
the principal's efforts for a relationship to
develop.

"If DJ isn’t around for arrival, or if he isn’t in the
cafeteria during lunchtime…" (p. 80), Stephanie
(pp. 87-88), Will (pp. 92-95), "DJ thought about
other former students…" (pp. 112-113), "The
deeper relationships just evolve" (pp. 117-118),
Kevin (pp. 127-128)
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